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Keck Future IR Spectroscopy Workshop Report 
T. Greene (NASA Ames) and all workshop speakers and participants (Appendices A & C) 

March 16, 2021 

 

1 Introduction 

1. Keck Future IR Spectroscopy Workshop was held on Jan 27, 2021via zoom and Slack. 

The zoom audio and video were recorded and the Slack remains active. 

2. Workshop Goal: Examine what IR spectroscopy capabilities the Keck community needs 

over the next decade 

3. Specific issues examined; we sought to answer these questions:  

a. How do Keck's IR spectroscopy capabilities compare to other observatories? 

b. How will new science and facilities (JWST, Rubin, Roman, etc.) drive new 

observations and instruments? 

c. Will the current instruments and planned concepts satisfy our needs? 

d. What new capabilities will we likely need? 

e. What are potential upgrades for existing instruments? 

4. Workshop Process (see Figure below): 

a. Workshop agenda with presentation links and participants in Appendix A 

b. Pre-workshop community survey 

c. Assess the competitive landscape 

d. Short science talks illustrating Keck's IR spectroscopy potential in diverse and 

consequential science areas 

e. Hear about the current IR spectroscopy instruments and new concepts 

(Appendix B; see Appendix A for links to specific talks) 

f. Moderated discussions of community survey results, needs, capability gaps, and 

possible upgrades 

5. We compile the workshop results in this report to provide: 1) Input to future instrument 

white paper opportunities, 2) Feedback to the new instrument concept teams, and 3) 

Input to the 2021 Keck strategic plan

 

https://futurekeckirs-zny9360.slack.com/
https://vimeo.com/507663737/53d0fbf50e
https://futurekeckirs-zny9360.slack.com/
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/147rJcE8tE8sg83Ie2Kfz68m-3xzgbVZ4BGJhN2waM_c/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/15r7CJ2_ym8dLSGjsp39cJ9pr0yGzCLMarZpTFrzEfxo/edit?usp=sharing
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2 Scientific and competitive landscape in the 2020s 

2.1 Scientific opportunities 

Keck will be well-positioned to take advantage of ample scientific opportunities in the next 

decade. We examined several broad, diverse scientific areas during the workshop, and invited 

speakers gave short summary review talks highlighting both the avenues for scientific progress 

and what Keck IR spectroscopy capabilities will be needed to make progress and be 

competitive. This was supplemented with the responses to the Community Survey of IR 

spectroscopy needs. These cases were not intended to be complete but were intended to 

illustrate some exciting possibilities for high-impact science in the next decade. They were also 

not vetted to precisely define the technical requirements needed to achieve their scientific goals. 

We do expect that considering several specific cases in each of several science categories will 

identify some broadly useful capabilities needed in the next decade. The workshop 

presentations provide context and explanation of many cases, and we now provide a high-level 

summary of the identified capabilities. 
 

Solar System  λ bands R FOV AO Comments 

1 Planetary surfaces YJHKLM <500 ~10” IFU Y High spatial res, time-domain, need 
tip-tilt star 

2 Atmospheric morphology & 
clouds 

YJHKLM ~500-3K ~10” IFU Y Aerosols, cloud structures, need tip-tilt 
star 

3 Atmospheric composition YJHKLM >30K ≥10” slit N Large wavelength range 

4 Volatiles in comets LM 10-30+K ≥10” slit N Large wavelength range 

5 TNO discovery & char. YJHK(L) 10-1K >5” slit N High sensitivity 

 

Exoplanets λ bands R FOV AO Comments 

1 Doppler discovery / PRV 
masses, orbits 

YJHK > 50K fiber Y Long-term monitoring 

2 Unresolved atmospheric 
characterization (emission, 
short P) 

HKLM ≥ 50K Slit or fiber N+Y Time-series emission; R x spectral 
grasp should be maximized; need 
better DRPs + telluric fitting 

3 Transits - atmospheric 
characterization 

YJHKLM ≥10K MOS or 
MOS IFU 

N New telluric techniques; MOS or 
deployable IFUs for reference stars  

4 Resolved atmospheric 
characterization 

YJHK >50K fiber Y High-contrast AO, individual molecular 
lines, dodge tellurics 

5 Resolved atmospheric 
characterization 

YJHKLM 3-10K 2” IFU Y high contrast AO, broad molecular 
bands 

6 Discovery of cold, resolved 
planets 

KLM 50-250 2” IFU Y high contrast AO, high sensitivity, 
informed by Gaia orbits 
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Stellar Populations λ bands R FOV AO Comments 

1 Inner MW structure + bulge YJHK >10K MOS ? Abundances, kinematics, GLAO? 

2 Galactic Center: stellar 
populations, orbits, dynamics 

YJHK 3–
10+K 

~4” IFU Y Highest spatial resolution, 
astrometry, RV 

3 Star formation near GC YJHKLM 3–10K MOS IFU Y GLAO? Statistical samples/IMF 

4 Abundances & kinematics in 
GCs, Local Group / M31 

YJHK 3-10K >4”IFU 
30” IFU 

Y 
N 

Desire AO + non-AO scales 

5 Compact objects YJHK 3–10K IFU Y multiplicity, masses, velocities 

6 Stellar explosions / transients VisYJHK 0.3–1K pt. src slit N Broad simultaneous wavelengths 

7 Brown dwarf atmospheres YJHKLM 1– 50K pt. src slit N Faint objects with broad λ coverage 

 

Star Formation λ bands R FOV AO Comments 

1 Protostars and disks KLM 3–30K 10” slit or 
>4” IFU 

N High sensitivity 

2 Young stars and 
protoplanetary disks 

JHKLM 10-50K 10” slit or 
>4” IFU 

? JHK for stars; KLM for disks 

3 Mapping gas, dust, 
protostars in MW & beyond 

YJHKLM 0-30K 10” IFU 
30” IFU 

Y 
N 

Desire AO + non-AO scales 

 

Cosmology, Galaxy 
Formation & Evolution 

λ bands R FOV AO Comments 

1 Dark matter, dark energy, 
post LCDM physics 

YJHK 3–30K 10” slit or 
>4” IFU 

N High sensitivity 

2 Reionization epoch & IGM YJHK ~3K big MOS 
IFU MOS 

N 
Y 

Sensitivity: GLAO + MOSFIRE? Big 
field + MOS to compete w/JWST 

3 Baryon cycle in galaxies and 
clusters 

YJH ~3K big MOS, 
fibers? 

Y+N Large resolved + unresolved 
(GLAO?) samples 

4 Resolved AGN feedback and 
other large-scale feedback 

YJK 1-10K >5” IFU 
30” IFU 

Y 
N 

Mapping needed to cover >10”x10” 
OK for 20” to be non-AO or GLAO 

5 Quasars & their formation YJHK+ 1-10K pt src slit 
~4” IFU 

N 
Y 

High sensitivity w/o AO 
AO for bright / close objects 

6 Kinematics & metallicity of z 
> 1 galaxies 

JHK 3-10K 4” IFU Y Study ordered structures, dark 
matter frac. evolution 
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We now group the above science cases by the capabilities they require. We also identify which 

instrument Keck concepts currently in study or development would be useful: 
 

Science cases λ bands R FOV AO New capability needed 

SS3, SS4, Ex2?, SF2 JHKLM >30K ≥10” slit N IGNIS? (no Y band; Ex2 has R ≥50K, 
but large bandpass could help) 

SF1, (CGFE1)  KLM 3–30K 10” slit/ 4” 
IFU  

N IGNIS? with 10” slit or mapping 

(SP7) (Y)JHKLM 10–50K pt src slit N IGNIS (high sensitivity, broad λ) 

Ex1, Ex2, Ex4 YJHK >50K fiber Y HISPEC 

(SS1), (SS2), (SF3) KLM <500 ~10” IFU Y SCALES? with IFU mapping 
+imaging 

(Ex5)  KLM 3-10K <2” IFU Y SCALES 

Ex6  KLM 50-250 2” IFU Y SCALES 

(CGFE2), CGFE3 YJH(K) ~3K big MOS, 
fibers? 

Y+N IR FOBOS? 

Ex3, SP3, (CGFE2)  YJHKLM 3-10+K MOS IFU ? Deployable IFU or IR FOBOS? 

SP1 YJHK >10K MOS Y IR FOBOS? 

(SS1), (SS2) YJHK <500 ~10” IFU Y Liger mapping + 
Imaging 

(Ex5) YJHK 3-10K 2” IFU Y Liger? Needs high contrast 

SP2, (SP3), (SP4), SP5, 
(CGFE4), CGFE5, CGFE6 

YJHK 3–10K ~4” IFU Y Liger 

(SP4), (SF3), (CGFE 4) YJH 3-10+K 30” IFU N Large, non-AO IFU 

SS5, SP6 VisYJHK 10-1K >5” slit N X-shooter; is L needed? 

(SP7), (CGFE1), CGFE5 YJHK 1–10K pt src slit N Improved NIRES 

() indicates providing one capability of that science case 

 

These results show that Keck will need new IR spectroscopy capabilities to address many 

scientific topics issues that are currently of high interest. Many of these needs are within the 

scope of the instrument concepts already being studied or developed (HISPEC, IGNIS, Liger, 

SCALES) by the WMKO community. It is interesting that several of the cases (SP4, SF3, CGFE 

4) call for extremely large IFUs that can operate at both AO (~5-10” FOV) and non-AO/GLAO 

(~30” FOV) scales. Those extremely large fields may be too ambitious for realistic instruments, 

but the call for both AO and non-AO/GLAO sampling and fields in the same instrument may be 

worth consideration. No currently supported new instrument concept can provide the high-

multiplex (>100, >10’) MOS capability needed for SP1 and CGFE3 or the MOS IFU needs of 
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Ex3, SP3, and CGFE2, but these may be within the realm of the new IR FOBOS concept. SS5, 

SP6, CGFE1, and CGFE5 all need moderate spectral resolving power with large simultaneous 

wavelength coverage, and upgrading NIRES may help address those cases.   

2.2 Competitive landscape 

Before the workshop, we undertook a separate activity to assess the IR spectroscopy 

capabilities of other large ground-based observatories, JWST, first-light instruments on ELTs 

and compared them to Keck’s existing and planned ones. We also considered the upcoming 

Rubin and Rothman Wide-field surveys.  

 

This table shows how the existing and planned Keck IR spectroscopy capabilities compare to 

those of other observatories: 

 

Keck Landscape comparison: Basic IR spectroscopy capabilities of Keck & other observatories 

IR Spec Capability Keck Competition Comment 

Long-slit MOSFIRE, NIRSPEC GEMINI, LBT, GTC, 
Subaru 

seeing-limited 

Configurable MOS MOSFIRE GTC / EMIR  seeing-limited 

Fiber MOS None VLT/MOONS IR FOBOS? 

IFU OSIRIS (YJHK), Liger 
(ZYJHK), SCALES (KLM) 

GEMINI/NIFS,GNIRS; 
VLT/ERIS, all ELTs 

AO 

Deployable IFU None VLT/KMOS; GTC/MIRDAS non-AO 

10,000 < R < 50,000 NIRSPEC (slit + fiber) 
IGNIS (JHKLM simult slit) 

GNIRS, etc. slit 
IGRINS etc. slit 

NIRSPEC with or 
without AO 

R > 50,000  HISPEC (YJHK fiber) VLT/CRIRES (YJHKLM), 
EELT/METIS, GMTNIRS 

Non-Keck are all slits 

Exoplanet PRV HISPEC, (KPIC R=35K) Subaru/IRD, HET/HPF All fiber-fed NIR 

High Contrast KPIC (KL), HISPEC 
(YJHK), SCALES(KLM) 

VLT/SPHERE, GPI: JHK 
IFUs 

IFU (SCALES) + 
Fiber:KPIC+HISPEC 

Large spectral grasp, 

R≥~3K 

NIRES (YJHK),  
IGNIS (JHKLM) 
Liger YJ / HK R=4K 

Magellan FIRE (0.8–2.5), 
X-Shooter (has optical), 
IGRINS (HK) 

All pt. source slit, 
cross-dispersed 

BLACK = in operation or nearing completion 
BLUE = concept or proposed 

 

This table shows that MOSFIRE is nearly unique in being a configurable MOS and long-slit 

spectrograph (besides GTC/EMIR). The current Keck instruments do not match those of every 

other major facility, but the new instruments under study or development would fill many of 

Keck’s current gaps: 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1sFXYNwSJSmZaNHTkdNMpCKE8yMZedQDW/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/15r7CJ2_ym8dLSGjsp39cJ9pr0yGzCLMarZpTFrzEfxo/edit?usp=sharing
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• No deployable IFUs (VLT/KMOS, GTC/MIRDAS) 

• No very high multiplex MOS (but IR FOBOS could challenge VLT MOONS) 

• No current R > 50,000 but future HISPEC will provide YJHK 

• Small IFU fields, only YJHK (but future Liger + SCALES) 

• No large wavelength range, 10,000 < R < 50,000 (but future IGNIS) 

• No high-contrast IR Spec (but KPIC, future HISPEC + SCALES)  

• Limited IR PRV (but future HISPEC, and KPF in visible) 

• NIRES is the largest-aperture simultaneous YJHK, but it does not have competitive 

sensitivity / efficiency 

2.3 Scientific and Competitive Landscape Summary 

Taken together the scientific opportunities and competitive landscape information above lead to 

several findings. These were distilled from the information presented above as well as from 

verbal and Slack discussions during the workshop: 

 

● We absolutely require the capabilities of the current new concepts HISPEC IGNIS Liger 

SCALES to do the science desired by the Keck community. Building these instruments 

will also go a long way toward staying competitive with other facilities. The science 

tables show that Liger will be an absolute workhorse; it will each enable multiple science 

cases in several broad areas. Liger is also needed to capitalize on our excellent AO 

performance and aperture. The broad simultaneous spectral range, high sensitivity, and 

archival data of IGNIS will provide greater than an order of magnitude performance 

increase over NIRSPEC in some ways, and the community has developed cases to 

exploit that. HISPEC and SCALES will provide very complementary exoplanet 

capabilities. HISPEC’s high resolution fiber feed and SCALES’s KLM IFUs are (nearly) 

unique capabilities, and they have been sought by non-exoplanet science cases as well. 

 

● Near-future survey facilities will likely drive Keck science beyond what is being done 

now: 

○ Roman and Rubin will drive WF MOS needs, going from MOSFIRE ~20 multiplex 

to >100 for new science. Imaging and low-resolution spectroscopic observations 

made with Roman’s 2.4-m aperture will be well-suited for higher-resolution 

followup with Keck. 

○ Rubin and Roman will drive many more time-domain studies of individual objects; 

we will need to have efficient, large bandpass spectrographs available (upgraded 

NIRES / BIRES?) 

○ Gaia astrometric orbit results will push new science for SCALES, HISPEC, others 

 

● Keck can be scientifically competitive against JWST and ELTs in FOV, especially with 

IFUs and perhaps MOSs (see next item). 

 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1sFXYNwSJSmZaNHTkdNMpCKE8yMZedQDW/view?usp=sharing
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● The IR FOBOS concept appears to be a promising way to implement a really large field, 

high multiplex near-IR MOS. Fibers can sample a much larger field of regard than 

possible with a cryogenic focal plane slit mask or mechanism. That said, Keck should 

assess whether its future scientific MOS needs are best aligned with this capability, a 

MOS with deployable IFUs, or some other type of efficient focal-plane mapping with 

either natural seeing or behind (GL)AO. 

 

● Our community is not happy with NIRES performance, and improvements would enable 

better science 

 

● It may make the most sense to duplicate facilities at other observatories in the Southern 

hemisphere and to collaborate with other Maunakea facilities on some others, but that 

topic is beyond the scope of this effort. 

3. Community Survey Summary 

The entire Keck community was invited to participate in a survey of our needed future IR 

spectroscopy capabilities. Keck users were encouraged to complete a survey entry for each 

science case they envisioned, with fields for describing the science, justifying the role of Keck, 

specifying the needed instrument capabilities, and assessing how useful current, planned, and 

other facilities’ instruments would be for those observations. The survey was open from 

November 2020 - Jan 5, 2021 and also Feb 2 - 15, 2021. There were 64 responses (science 

cases) from 58 unique people. 47% of respondents did not have email Caltech or UC 

addresses. Many respondents appeared to be affiliated with the science teams of the new 

instrument concepts or were otherwise well-informed of Keck’s current and new instruments’ 

capabilities. 

 

The goal of the survey was to stake out some parameter space of the science ideas and desired 

capabilities of our community in the 2020s. This was not intended to be complete in any way, 

and the results have bias and should not be used to assess the likely popularity of any particular 

instrument mode. The needs of different science communities and the variations in their 

responses to the survey was appreciated during the workshop. We did try to assess and 

consider the needs and ideas from each group who responded. 

 

The survey’s demographic, scientific, and capability results have been presented in a separate 

document. We incorporated the survey’s desired science case needs into the above Scientific 

Opportunities tables, and we summarize some of relevant findings next. 

3.1 Survey Findings Summary: Desired new capabilities 

1. Many cases called for R<10,000 AO-fed spectroscopy over YJHKLM wavelengths with 

IFU FOVs of a few arcseconds. Respondents indicated that Liger and SCALES will 

largely fill these needs but may require mosaic mapping due to their finite FOVs. 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1sFXYNwSJSmZaNHTkdNMpCKE8yMZedQDW/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/147rJcE8tE8sg83Ie2Kfz68m-3xzgbVZ4BGJhN2waM_c/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/147rJcE8tE8sg83Ie2Kfz68m-3xzgbVZ4BGJhN2waM_c/edit?usp=sharing
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2. Numerous science cases call for R > 30,000. HISPEC (AO) and IGNIS (R  45,000) 

could satisfy much of this need. NIRSPEC requires a slit less than 0.4” wide to achieve 

R = 30,000. Using NIRSPEC with the KPIC fiber injection unit provides R = 35,000.  

3. Some cases call for a super MOS (>10’ FOV or 100+ fibers), and there were fewer calls 

for deployable IFUs 

4. Several uses for ~30” non-AO IFU and ~5-10” AO IFU FOVs 

5. Several cases call for R <100 which potentially includes imaging 

6. Some exoplanet cases calling for Extreme AO performance 

7. Some cases calling for GLAO but not an overwhelming response 

3.2 Survey Findings Summary: Desired instrument upgrades 

1. Several submitted science cases noted that NIRES has useful capabilities but its 

performance is inadequate (observing efficiency, sensitivity). We discussed these further 

via zoom and Slack during the meeting.  

2. There were several requests in the survey to improve OSIRIS resolution, calibration, flux 

assignment in DRP 

3. Several survey submissions called for improving the NIRSPEC M-band readout 

efficiency, grating stability, coadded SCAM guiding, and non-sidereal guiding. We 

learned during the workshop that some or all of these are planned or in progress. 

4 New IR Spectroscopy capabilities 

Combining the findings in the Scientific and Competitive Landscape and the Community Survey 

Summary sections show that Keck will need or desire several IR spectroscopy capabilities that 

are not provided by current instruments or the new concepts under study or development: 

 

4.1 Large-area IFUs, sampled at both AO and non-AO/GLAO scales. It is not clear at this point 

whether Liger and SCALES can achieve the scientific objectives of these programs via mosaic 

mapping or whether larger-field (10” AO / 30” non-AO) will be required. 

 

4.2 A very high multiplex (>100), wide FOV (>10’) IR MOS will be needed to move current MOS 

science to a more statistically meaningful regime as well as to capitalize on the upcoming Rubin 

and Roman wide-field surveys.  Keck should assess whether its future scientific MOS needs are 

best aligned with a fiber-fed MOS like IR FOBOS, a MOS with deployable IFUs, or some other 

type of efficient focal-plane mapping with either natural seeing or behind (GL)AO. 

5 Suggested potential instrument upgrades 

We discussed potential upgrades to existing instruments that could enable Keck to pursue more 

of the high-impact science that was identified in the community survey as well as in the 

workshop’s science talks and discussions. This activity identified the following issues and 

possibilities. 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1sFXYNwSJSmZaNHTkdNMpCKE8yMZedQDW/view?usp=sharing
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5.1 NIRES 

Workshop participants and respondents to the community survey identified several NIRES 

performance issues. First, slit losses are significant in Y and J bands in less than median seeing 

conditions due to the narrow 0.55” slit width. Second, Y and J band throughputs are also 

hampered by non-optimal prism coatings. The spectrograph detector also has considerable 

persistence. Several observers noted that the NIRES acquisition camera sensitivity limits what 

objects can be observed spectroscopically. This is particularly true for brown dwarfs that have 

low flux through the NIRES K-band acquisition filter but are brighter at shorter wavelengths. 

Others commented that the NIRES control software has low observing efficiency and could use 

improvement. Several of the above science cases call for simultaneous visible-to-near-IR 

moderate resolution spectroscopy, and NIRES does not currently have that capability. Finally, 

there is no easy way to fill the dewar at bent-Cassegrain focus, making daytime operations and 

maintenance less flexible. These findings lead to several possible upgrades: 

1. Investigate widening the slit and applying improved coatings to increase throughput at 

short wavelengths 

2. Investigate using NIRES with KAPA AO and the pyramid WFS instead of widening the 

slit, which could maintain spectral resolution 

3. Improve the sensitivity of the IR slit-viewing camera through hardware, software, or 

installing a different filter (perhaps H_K). 

4. Investigate operating the detector at a lower temperature to reduce persistence 

5. Improve the control software to increase observing efficiency 

6. Assess whether the dewar can be modified to be filled when installed on the telescope 

7. Investigate whether it would be practical to extend the wavelength coverage into the 

visible (  800 nm) or whether a new instrument would be a better option 

5.2 OSIRIS:  

OSIRIS is largely limited by its modest format and close packing of its spectra, both of which 

should be overcome with Liger. That said, there is community support for continuing the OSIRIS 

WG’s ongoing efforts to improve OSIRIS calibrations and the DRP while we wait for Liger. 

5.3 NIRSPEC: 

Users have largely been delighted with NIRSPEC’s improved performance and spectral grasp 

that resulted from its recent upgrade. Its long-slit capability and relatively high resolving power 

also keep it competitive and valuable. Several other areas were also identified for improvement, 

and we learned that some are or could be underway soon (per G. Doppmann & M. Fitzgerald): 

1. Improve non-sidereal guiding in both M- and L-bands. This should include 

reimplementing the coadded SCAM guiding, which was available before the upgrade 

2. Improve M-band readout efficiency 

3. Improve the stability/repeatability of the echelle and cross-disperser mechanisms 
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6 Other Observatory improvements 

Suggestions for non-instrument observatory improvements were submitted in community survey 

responses and / or were discussed during the workshop meeting. Several topics emerged: 

 

1. AO features and performance.  There was considerable discussion of how GLAO could 

improve MOSFIRE performance and also be quite useful for future IFU, MOS (fiber-fed 

or not), and slit spectroscopic instruments. The relatively high-quality PSFs over large 

fields provided by GLAO would naturally benefit future wide-field MOS and IFU 

instruments. This could also be an attractive way for IGNIS to maintain its large 

simultaneous spectral grasp for point sources without lengthening its slit.  We do realize 

that implementing GLAO will not be easy, and its full benefits will require high optical 

performance, IR ADCs, excellent flexure compensation, and other efforts. 
 

Reducing AO backgrounds would improve performance of all AO-fed Keck 

spectrographs in the KLM bands. Reducing the system emissivity from 0.4 to 0.2 would 

increase sensitivity by a factor of 2 and decrease integration time by a factor of 4. 

Implementing a deformable / adaptive telescope secondary (also needed for GLAO) 

would reduce the number of emissive surfaces and would take a big step down this path. 

Cooling the AO bench could also lower backgrounds, but the amount of cooling 

achievable and the resultant performance improvements are not well known at this time. 
 

Higher LGS AO sky coverage would allow observations of more embedded objects as 

well as others without suitable tip-tilt stars. The community has not used the PyWFS 

system enough to judge whether it meets this need. Higher Strehl performance could be 

achieved with a space-based LGS a la the ORCAS concept. 

 

2. Daytime operations would extend observing opportunities, particularly for Solar System 

objects.  

 

3. Data reduction pipelines (DRPs). A number of community survey respondents called for 

better DRPs, particularly for OSIRIS, the new IFU instruments, and NIRES. Workshop 

participants and survey respondents were quite positive about PypeIt and were 

particularly impressed with its telluric line fitting and removal. There was considerable 

consensus that PypeIt usage be expanded to all WMKO (IR) slit spectrographs and that 

PypeIt-like data quality be provided by the new HISPEC IGNIS Liger SCALES 

instrument concepts and other future instruments. 

7 Feedback for new instruments under study or development 

Our community expressed requests for instrument capabilities somewhat different than  or 

beyond those planned for the new HISPEC IGNIS Liger SCALES concepts, and they should be 

considered by the instrument teams. 

https://asd.gsfc.nasa.gov/orcas/mission/
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7.1 Comments for mature designs: 

1. Instrument teams should study the above Scientific Opportunities tables and the more 

specific Community Survey Results to see if new science has been identified for their 

instruments. 

 

2. The community wants AO-sampled IFU fields larger than provided by Liger and SCALES 

in some cases. Perhaps the teams should assess whether implementing IFU mosaic 

mapping could address some of those cases. Several science cases in diverse areas 

also called for very large (~30”) IFU fields sampled at non-AO or perhaps GLAO scales. 

The feasibility and scientific value of such large fields should be considered, especially 

for higher resolution modes that are planned to have small AO-sampled FOVs (ie. 

SCALES medium Res with < 0.5” FOV). 

7.2 Comments on design parameters for IGNIS 

Numerous science cases called for a longer slit for IGNIS (~10–20”). Some survey 

respondents and workshop attendees indicated that they are willing to sacrifice some 

simultaneous spectral range to achieve this longer slit. Increasing the slit length to ~10” 

would include adequate background area, and extended objects could be observed by 

nodding off the slit and mapping as needed. This would reduce IGNIS’s observing 

efficiency gains over NIRSPEC for these applications, but the improvement may still be 

substantial and should be quantified. The IGNIS team should consider this and should 

also assess how IGNIS will complement or replace other WMKO instruments’ modes. 

8 Conclusions 

We reached consensus conclusions on several topics during our verbal and Slack discussions 

at the workshop. We also draw some conclusions from analysis of recurring comments made in 

the community survey responses which we did not have time to discuss in detail during the 

workshop meeting. The following conclusions are incomplete due to the limited scope and 

biases of the survey and our limited ability to foresee the future, but we believe they provide 

useful guidance for planning Keck’s future IR spectroscopy capabilities at this point in time. 
 

1. Keck absolutely requires the capabilities of the current concepts HISPEC IGNIS Liger 

SCALES to do the future science desired by the Keck community. Building these 

instruments will also go a long way toward staying competitive with other observatories. 

Liger and SCALES will provide IFU spectroscopy over reasonable FOVs. This general 

capability is needed by a broad variety of science cases and would also take good 

advantage of our significant AO investments. Many of the examined science cases 

called for new or improved high-spectral-resolution capabilities, especially at R>30,000 

(i.e., at the limit currently offered by NIRSPEC). HISPEC (R ~ 100,000) and IGNIS (R  

45,000) will address many of these needs. 

 

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/147rJcE8tE8sg83Ie2Kfz68m-3xzgbVZ4BGJhN2waM_c/edit?usp=sharing
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2. Keck can be scientifically competitive or complementary against JWST and ELTs in field 

of view, especially with IFUs and perhaps MOSs and also at high spectral resolution. A 

number of different science cases presented in the community survey called for large-

field IFUs sampled at both AO (5–10” FOV) and non-AO/GLAO (30” FOV) scales, and 

the scientific value and feasibility of such instruments should be assessed.  
 

Keck can also be competitive against or complementary to JWST at high spectral 

resolution (JWST is R ≤ 3000). All of the current concepts HISPEC IGNIS Liger SCALES 

have planned R > 3000 modes which exploit this. 
 

Keck instruments also typically remain stable over long lifetimes (20+ years) when they 

are working well. This is considerably longer than the ≤14 year JWST lifetime and will 

provide a solid baseline for long-term monitoring (exoplanet PRV, transients). 

 

3. A very high multiplex (>100), wide FOV (>10’) IR MOS will be needed to move current 

MOS science to a more statistically meaningful regime as well as to capitalize on the 

upcoming Rubin and Roman wide-field surveys.  Keck should assess whether its future 

scientific MOS needs are best aligned with a fiber-fed MOS like IR FOBOS, a MOS with 

deployable IFUs, or some other type of efficient focal-plane mapping with either natural 

seeing or behind (GL)AO. 

 

4. Observers clearly want to obtain simultaneous visible-to-near-IR spectra with a slit 

spectrograph like VLT X-Shooter, and this need will increase as time-domain survey 

observations proliferate. The Keck community should consider how this can be best 

achieved, including considering options of near-simultaneous observations with two 

instruments (i.e., BIRES and NIRES), a new instrument, or other options.  

 

5. Improving the sensitivity, guiding, efficiency, and perhaps other aspects of NIRES 

performance will enhance its scientific output and value to the Keck community. We 

have compiled and suggest several improvements which should enable better science. 

OSIRIS may also benefit from better calibrations and DRP improvements, and the listed 

minor upgrades for NIRSPEC should be implemented. 

 

6. The HISPEC IGNIS Liger and SCALES instrument teams should consider feedback 

provided in the community survey and the above science and landscape summary. This 

includes potentially expanded science and the desire for larger effective IFU fields 

(Liger, SCALES) or a longer slit (IGNIS) among other comments. 

 

7. Workshop participants and survey respondents also had requests for AO, operations, 

and DRP improvements that should be considered by WMKO and the Keck community.  

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/147rJcE8tE8sg83Ie2Kfz68m-3xzgbVZ4BGJhN2waM_c/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1sFXYNwSJSmZaNHTkdNMpCKE8yMZedQDW/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/147rJcE8tE8sg83Ie2Kfz68m-3xzgbVZ4BGJhN2waM_c/edit?usp=sharing
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Appendices 

A Workshop Agenda with links to presentations 

Time Length*  Who Topic / Title 

9:00 15 + 5  T Greene Workshop introduction and goals 

9:15 15+10  T Greene Keck IR Landscape 2020 - 2030 

9:40 15 + 5  G Villanueva Solar System Opportunities and IR spectroscopy needs 

10:00 15 + 5  C Beichman Exoplanet Opportunities and IR spectroscopy needs 

10:20 15 + 5  J Lu Stellar Populations and IR spectroscopy needs 

10:40 15 + 5  T Treu Cosmology, Galaxy Formation and Evolution / IR spectroscopy needs 

11:00 20   BREAK 

11:20 10 + 5  R Campbell Current Keck IR instrument status 

11:35 10 + 5  M Kassis New IR instrument concepts and process 

11:50 10 + 5  D Mawet HISPEC 

12:05 10 + 5  S Wright Liger 

12:20 10 + 5  A Skemer SCALES 

12:35 10 + 5  E Martin IGNIS 

12:50 5 + 5  K Bundy A Near-IR MOS enabled by the FOBOS focal plane 

13:00 20   BREAK 

13:20 15 + 5  T Greene Community Survey Findings 

13:40 20  All Discussion: Needs vs current + planned capabilities 

14:00 20  All Discussion: Potential upgrades: current instruments + concepts 

14:20 20  All Discussion: New Capabilities 

14:40 30   BREAK 

15:10 30  All Summary Discussion: Opportunities, capabilities, needs, gaps 

15:40 5 + 15  All Report outline and assignments 

16:00 5 + 5  T Greene Wrap up and next steps 

16:10    END 

 

  

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1YSXXLitJ4ze1gZZ4qa0_6AewrIkQwn7Gw6TD3HoknbM/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/15r7CJ2_ym8dLSGjsp39cJ9pr0yGzCLMarZpTFrzEfxo/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1a44baKXdk35eiBedQkKcrNKNVLkBQaZ7/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Bn8CcLFTet78DoLIwpBXJj6D2MTTuAdb/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1pT0p3y3iUbsUXE5EvbDZjl8B-rA0tSsh/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1p8rMDGHI4HPt_YxN1zEn8qY4V7MGMdYV/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1GSgvkQP9juY_axv-x3UfegXpMP37dgiE/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1bnkbJndWZ8n56Z8fcu8i5h2qmGsIH-2B/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1bmlA7omM89IJkKrnO6bREMqyXjbCpaBF/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1w_fH0f4dc1Q7o38E00qEipRYwPx2NV6X/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Uya1rEcCVuqFOAMuSlaLQbjNEBRbrMAi/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1UyzENfRYgSXED6nd-BFzfNdVpaLKzX-H/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1hEyqo9TG-qPSjzTAHS7u1hadkNnHaqTw/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/147rJcE8tE8sg83Ie2Kfz68m-3xzgbVZ4BGJhN2waM_c/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1gWTQd39eZRJewqOs0udvltcP7ZAn_ccSl5tE--YFAFE/edit?usp=sharing
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B. Capabilities summaries of existing IR spectrographs and new concepts 

 
Existing WMKO IR Spectroscopy Instruments 

Name Modes Capabilities Status Comments 

OSIRIS  
 

lenslet IFS with 4 
scales + imager 
R~3000-4000 

1.0-2.4μm on 2k x 
2k spec detector: 
0.032–6.4” FOV 

KI AO 
First light 2005 

AO workhorse; Liger is 
planned replacement 

MOSFIRE 
 

MOS, 6’ long slit, 
seeing-limited 

0.98-2.4μm on 2k x 
2k detector 
46 x 7” slit bars 

KI Cass 
First light 2012 

High throughput, single 
IR band per exposure 

NIRSPEC  
 

R~2000 and 
R~25,000 with ~0.4” 
slits; also AO and R 
=35,000 via KPIC 

0.95-5.5μm on 2k x 
2k detector: multiple 
exposures 

KII Nasmyth:  
New detectors & 
electronics 

Recently upgraded 
detector, relatively 
limited spectral range & 
throughput 

KPIC FIU  R=35,000, fiber feed 
to NIRSPEC 

K and L band high 
contrast spec. 

KII, Operational Stable LSF, 100x sky 
suppression 

NIRES 
 

R~2700 with 0.55” slit 
(18” long) + K’ slit 
viewing camera 

0.94–2.45 μm in 5 
orders on 2k x 2k 
detector 

KII bent Cass 
First light late 2017 

Efficiency and sensitivity 
could be improved 

NIRC2 Imager & medium R 
slit spectrograph 

1.2–2.4μm in J, H, 
K, or K’ bands 

KII AO 
First light 2001 

Single detector for 
imaging and spec 

 

 

https://www2.keck.hawaii.edu/inst/osiris/
https://www2.keck.hawaii.edu/inst/mosfire/home.html
https://www2.keck.hawaii.edu/inst/nirspec/
https://authors.library.caltech.edu/84862/1/1040029.pdf
https://www2.keck.hawaii.edu/inst/nires/
https://www2.keck.hawaii.edu/inst/nirc2/ObserversManual.html#Section1.5.3
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New WMKO IR spectroscopy instruments under study or development  
 

Name Modes Capabilities Status Comments 

HISPEC  
PI: D Mawet, Caltech 

AO, fiber-feb 
single-object 

R~100,00, YJHK 
simultaneously 

Ready for proposal Exoplanets (RV, 
transits, direct), GC, 
stars, AGN,... TMT  

SCALES  
PI: A. Skemer 
(UCSC) 

AO IFU, 
coronagraph 

2 – 5 (KLM), 20 mas 
pixels,  
R ~ 100/~5000 

Ready for proposal Exoplanets (direct), 
GC, disks, SS, 
other 

Liger 
PI: S. Wright (UCSD) 

AO IFU + imager 0.84 – 2.45 μm; 
R = 4000/8000 10-
150 mas/pixel 

Ready for proposal Broad science; 
replace OSIRIS, 
Leverages TMT  

IGNIS 
PI: E. Martin (UCSC)  

Si immersion 
grating, slit 
(seeing-limited; AO 
feed option) 

1.07-5.4μm, maybe 
simultaneous,  

R 45,000 w/ 0.4” slit 

Concept study 
(year 2) 

Exoplanets, 
galactic, SS, 
Leverages 
GMT/Mag/IGRINS 

 

 

  

https://sites.astro.caltech.edu/~dmawet/instrument-projects/keckmodius/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1A-lCQ1V47beJXA_EXSHAAF0nEoizrVwB/view?usp=sharing
http://oirlab.ucsd.edu/LIGER.html
https://emily-c-martin.com/instrumentation/#ignis
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